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Dear Alison and the whole school community   

 

OFSTED  

 
On behalf of the Board of Education, we extend our congratulations to you, Alison, and the entire school 
community at Bretherton Endowed CofE Voluntary Aided Primary School on the recent OFSTED 
inspection outcome. We are aware that the report has brought both celebrations and some 
disappointment but there is much to be proud of.  

The inspection report highlights the school's wonderful ethos and vision, emphasising the positive 
impact on pupils. The warm greetings from staff, the focus on kindness, and the creation of a welcoming 
and proud school community are commendable achievements. Pupils' eagerness to learn, achieve highly 
in various areas of the curriculum, and actively pursue their talents and interests through diverse clubs 
are testament to the vibrant and enriching environment you have fostered.  

We wish to specifically acknowledge the senior leadership team's commendable work, as evidenced in 
the positive behaviours, achievements, and confidence of the pupils. The report underscores the 
successful development of a calm and productive learning environment where pupils are well-
mannered, confident, and articulate. The commitment to high expectations and the encouragement of 
responsible citizenship through roles of responsibility, such as digital leaders and members of the ethos 
group, showcases effective leadership and its positive impact on pupils.  

Alison, please convey our appreciation to the entire school community for their hard work and 
dedication. We understand the importance of continuous improvement and assure you of our ongoing 
support. The achievements highlighted in the report are a testament to the collaborative efforts of the 
entire Bretherton Endowed CofE Voluntary Aided Primary School community.  

Congratulations once again, and we look forward to witnessing the school's continued success in the 
future.  Be assured of prayers.  

Warm regards 

 

Iain Parks  
Director of Education  

Diocesan Offices  
Clayton House  
Walker Office Park 
Blackburn 
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